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Dear Readers,
If excited puppy tail-wagging and furry kitten yawns make you swoon,
you're not alone. As humans, we've long had a fascination with our furry
companions and their adorable ways. What is it that is most appealing
about pets? Their openness to loving and being loved, their playfulness,
their innate humour, and the quality of innocence, which is inherent in
them. Just like their human counterparts, every single pet in the world is
perfect and adorable in its own way. They are clumsy, messy, playful balls
of joy wrapped up in fur and wiggly butts.
Pets make for the best friends, and it’s only right that we celebrate them
for all the joy and love they’ve given us. Pet lovers know something that
no one else does: there’s no purer form of love than the kind you get from
your four-legged family.
Think about the naughtiest thing your pet ever did, may be got into the
kitchen cupboard while you were out and tossed a bag of flour all over the
house and then they look at you with big, round guilty eyes, with flour all
over their adorable nose, their sweet, soft ears flopping over as they tilt
their head…how could you stay mad at a face like that?
The bond between pet parent and their pet is like no other. Our pets are
our best companions, and it's easy to see why. They are always along
for the ride no matter what ups and downs life brings. They show us joy
and make us laugh, and even listen to us like they know exactly what
we're saying. They greet us at the door every day, love us unconditionally,
and even help us live longer, happier lives. It's time to show love for that
furry family member in return, so whether you're looking for advice or
suggestions from experts for taking care of them or for inspiring and
heart warming stories to realize their value and
importance in your life, we've got you covered.
This edition will surprise you with the most
pleasing and soul stirring stories!

DISCLAIMER: The views and opinions
expressed in Creature Companion are solely
those of the authors and do not necessarily
reflect those of the editors or publisher.
Although all efforts have been made to ensure
the complete accuracy of text, neither the
editors nor publisher can accept responsibility
for consequences arising from errors or
omissions or any opinions or advice given.

also find us on
www.facebook.com/CreatureCompanionMagazine
www.facebook.com/IIPTF

Happy Reading!
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PET OF THE MONTH

RUBY
Meet Ruby, Our Pet of the Month!
Courage, Persistence, Patience...She
defines it all! Let's dive into her inspiring
and beautiful journey with her bestest
buddy, Ayushree...

R

uby is our 3-year old golden hairy mixed breed
who steals our heart everytime we see her. She
is such a darling, she is such a sweetheart she is
obedient, super friendly, saviour and sometimes naughty
too. She always makes us laugh with her cute antics. She
is talkative and attention seeker too. If she is standing
in front of us and we don't talk to her then she starts
friendly bark which means she is trying to talk to us. She
loves jumping into her couch, splashing into the water
in cuddling her bed and obviously her hoomans too.
She loves when someone amongst us is around her. She
always loves our attention. I still remember the day when
I met my sweetheart Ruby and the feeling of grabbing her
in my hands and her first lick on my cheeks. My brother
and I always wanted a pet since we were kids, but like
most of the indian parents, our parents always said "paal
to rahe hai tumhe", whenever we asked for a pet. But one
fine day she suddenly came into our life and lightened it
up with love, joy, care and happiness. I met my darling
on the street, I was going to my english tuition and I saw
her searching for something inside the drain; I told my
brother that I saw a cute puppy. As he was going back
home from the tuition, he saw her and was mesmerized
by her cuteness. She was so cute since her childhood
when she was just 2 months old. I still remember the
day we met her and we celebrate her birthday on that
day which is 7th October. Obviously, it was very hard to
convince our parents to keep a dog but somehow we did
all the promises and took all the oaths that we'll take care
of her and finally they got convinced.
Everything was so perfect - we introduced her to many
skills. She is a great learner, she grabs everything very
quickly. My brother and I taught her to sit, wait, pause,
handshake, jump, hold the jump, etc.
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ďŚŝƐŚĞŬ͗͞/ŚĂǀĞĂ>ĂďƌĂĚŽƌĂŐĞĚϱǇĞĂƌƐ͘,ĞŬĞĞƉƐŽŶƐĐŽŽƟŶŐŽŶƚŚĞŐƌŽƵŶĚĂŶĚůŝĐŬŝŶŐ
ĂƚƚŚĞŚŝŶĚĞŶĚ͘/ƐƚŚŝƐŝŶĚŝĐĂƟǀĞŽĨĂŶǇƐĞƌŝŽƵƐŝƐƐƵĞ͍͟
Dr. Anand: ͞^ĐŽŽƟŶŐŝƐƚŚĞĐůŝŶŝĐĂůŵĂŶŝĨĞƐƚĂƟŽŶ;ƐŝŐŶͿŽĨŶĂůƐĂĐĚŝƐĞĂƐĞ;ŝŵƉĂĐƚĞĚĂŶĂů
ƐĂĐƐͿ͘ŽŶƐƵůƚǇŽƵƌŶĞĂƌĞƐƚǀĞƚĂŶĚŐĞƚƚŚĞĂŶĂůƐĂĐƐ;ůŽĐĂƚĞĚĂƚϰƉŵΘϴƉŵƉŽƐŝƟŽŶĂƌŽƵŶĚ
ƚŚĞĂŶĂůŽƉĞŶŝŶŐͿĐůĞĂŶĞĚ͘DĂŬĞƐƵƌĞƚŚĞǀĞƚĐůĞĂŶƐŝƚĞǀĞƌǇƟŵĞǇŽƵǀŝƐŝƚƚŚĞĐůŝŶŝĐ͘/ĨƚŚĞ
ŝŵƉĂĐƚĞĚŵĂƚĞƌŝĂůŚĂƐƉƵƐŽƌďůŽŽĚ͕ƚŚĞŶƚŚĞǀĞƚƐŚĂůůƚƌĞĂƚĂĐĐŽƌĚŝŶŐůǇ͘͟
^ŚŝŬŚĂ͗͞,ŽǁĚŽ/ŬŶŽǁǁŚĞŶŵǇĚŽŐŶĞĞĚƐƚŽŚĂǀĞĂĚĞŶƚĂůĐůĞĂŶŝŶŐ͍͟
Dr. Anand: “&ŝƌƐƚƐŝŐŶƚŚĂƚƚŚĞĚŽŐƌĞƋƵŝƌĞƐĚĞŶƚĂůĐůĞĂŶŝŶŐŝƐĂŶŽīĞŶƐŝǀĞŽĚŽƵƌĨƌŽŵƚŚĞ
ŵŽƵƚŚŽĨƚŚĞƉĞƚǁŚĞŶǇŽƵĂƌĞŝŶŝƚƐǀŝĐŝŶŝƚǇ͘ZŽƵƟŶĞĚĞŶƚĂůĐůĞĂŶŝŶŐƐŚŽƵůĚďĞĚŽŶĞĂƚůĞĂƐƚ
ŽŶĐĞĂǇĞĂƌĞƐƉĞĐŝĂůůǇŝĨǇŽƵĂƌĞŶŽƚƵƐŝŶŐĂŶǇĚĞŶƚĂůĐĂƌĞƉƌŽĚƵĐƚůŝŬĞƚŽŽƚŚƉĂƐƚĞŐĞůŽƌŝŶ
ǁĂƚĞƌƌŝŶƐŝŶŐůŝƋƵŝĚƐŽŶĂƌŽƵƟŶĞďĂƐŝƐ͘/ĨǇŽƵŽďƐĞƌǀĞĂŶǇĚĞƉŽƐŝƟŽŶŽĨƉůĂƋƵĞŽƌƚĂƌƚĂƌŽŶ
ƚŚĞůĂƚĞƌĂůƐƵƌĨĂĐĞŽĨƚŚĞƉƌĞŵŽůĂƌƐĂŶĚŵŽůĂƌƐ͕ƚŚĞŶŝŵŵĞĚŝĂƚĞĚĞŶƚĂůĐůĞĂŶŝŶŐŝƐ
ƌĞĐŽŵŵĞŶĚĞĚ͘^ŝŐŶƐŽĨƐĞƌŝŽƵƐƉĞƌŝŽĚŽŶƚĂůĚŝƐĞĂƐĞǁŚŝĐŚƌĞƋƵŝƌĞƐƚƌĞĂƚŵĞŶƚĂŶĚĐůĞĂŶŝŶŐ
ĂƌĞŽīŽīĞŶƐŝǀĞŽĚŽƵƌĨƌŽŵƚŚĞŵŽƵƚŚ͕ĞǆĐĞƐƐŝǀĞƐĂůŝǀĂƟŽŶ͕ƐŽŵĞƟŵĞƐŵŝǆĞĚǁŝƚŚďůŽŽĚ
ĂŶĚƉĂŝŶǁŚŝůĞŚĂǀŝŶŐĨŽŽĚ͘͟
ŚĂǀŝŶ͗͞/ŚĂǀĞĂWĞƌƐŝĂŶĐĂƚĂŐĞĚϮǇĞĂƌƐ͘ZĞĐĞŶƚůǇ͕ŝƚŚĂƐĚĞǀĞůŽƉĞĚĂĨĞǁďƵŵƉƐŽŶŝƚƐ
ƐŬŝŶ͘/ƐŝƚĂŵĂƩĞƌŽĨĐŽŶĐĞƌŶĨŽƌŵĞ͍͟
Dr. Anand: “KŶůǇĂƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚĐůŝŶŝĐĂůĞǆĂŵŝŶĂƟŽŶĐĂŶĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞƚŚĞŶĂƚƵƌĞŽĨƚŚĞďƵŵƉĂŶĚ
ŝƚƐŝŵƉůŝĐĂƟŽŶƐ͘'ĞŶĞƌĂůůǇ͕ŝĨŝƚ͛ƐĂƐŽŌŵŽǀĂďůĞůƵŵƉƵŶĚĞƌƚŚĞƐŬŝŶŝƚĐĂŶďĞĨĂƚĐŽůůĞĐƟŽŶ
;ůŝƉŽŵĂͿ͕ŝĨƚŚĞďƵŵƉƐĂƌĞŚĂƌĚŝŶŶĂƚƵƌĞƚŚĞŶƚŚĞŵĂƚĞƌŝĂůƐŚŽƵůĚďĞĐŽůůĞĐƚĞĚĨƌŽŵƚŚĞ
ďƵŵƉĂŶĚƐĞŶƚĨŽƌĮŶĞŶĞĞĚůĞĂƐƉŝƌĂƟŽŶĐǇƚŽůŽŐǇƚŽĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞƚŚĞŶĂƚƵƌĞĂŶĚĐŽŵƉůĞǆŝƚǇŽĨ
ƚŚĞďƵŵƉ͘ŽŶƐƵůƚǇŽƵƌǀĞƚƚŽŐĞƚƚŚĞďƵŵƉĞǆĂŵŝŶĞĚ͘͟
ZŝƚƵ͗͞/ŚĂǀĞĂWƵŐĂŐĞĚϯǇĞĂƌƐ͘/ŚĂǀĞďĞĞŶŶŽƟĐŝŶŐĨŽƌŽŶĞǁĞĞŬƚŚĂƚŵǇĚŽŐΖƐƐƚŽŵĂĐŚ
ĂƌĞĂŝƐďƵůŐŝŶŐŽƵƚĂďŝƚ͘ĂƌůŝĞƌ͕ŝƚǁĂƐŶŽƚƐŽ͘,ŝƐĞĂƟŶŐŚĂďŝƚƐĂƌĞƚŚĞƐĂŵĞĂŶĚŚĞŝƐŶŽƚ
ĨĂĐŝŶŐĂŶǇĚŝŐĞƐƟǀĞŝƐƐƵĞƐ͘/ǁŽŶĚĞƌǁŚĂƚĐŽƵůĚƚŚĂƚďƵůŐĞŵĞĂŶ͍͟
Dr. Anand: ͞/ĨƚŚĞďƵůŐĞŝƐƐŽŌĂŶĚ͕ŝŶƚŚĞĐĞŶƚĞƌ͕ŽƌƚŽǁĂƌĚƐƚŚĞůĞŌͲŚĂŶĚƐŝĚĞŽĨƚŚĞ
ƐƚŽŵĂĐŚũƵƐƚďĞŚŝŶĚƚŚĞƌŝďƐƚŚĞŶŝƚĐĂŶďĞĂƩƌŝďƵƚĞĚƚŽƐŽŵĞŐĂƐĂĐĐƵŵƵůĂƟŽŶŝŶƚŚĞ
ƐƚŽŵĂĐŚ͘/ĨƚŚĞďƵůŐĞŝƐŚĂƌĚĂŶĚƐƟůůŽŶƚŚĞůĞŌƐŝĚĞĞǆƚĞŶĚŝŶŐƚŽǁĂƌĚƐƚŚĞƚĂŝů͕ƚŚĞŶŝƚĐĂŶ
ďĞĚƵĞƚŽĂŶĞŶůĂƌŐĞĚƐƉůĞĞŶ͘/ŶƚŚĂƚĐĂƐĞǀĞƚƐŚŽƵůĚďĞĐŽŶƐƵůƚĞĚ͘/ĨŽǀĞƌĂůůƚŚĞĂďĚŽŵĞŶŝƐ
ĚŝƐƚĞŶĚĞĚĂŶĚůŽŽŬƐůŝŬĞĂƐǁŽůůĞŶďĞůůǇ͕ƚŚĞŶŝƚĐŽƵůĚďĞĂƐŝŐŶŽĨĂƐĐŝƚĞƐ;ĂĐĐƵŵƵůĂƟŽŶŽĨ
ŇƵŝĚƐŝŶƚŚĞĂďĚŽŵĞŶͿďƵƚŝŶƐƵĐŚĐĂƐĞƐ͕ƵƐƵĂůůǇƚŚĞƉĞƚǁŽƵůĚĂůƐŽŚĂǀĞŽƚŚĞƌƐŝŐŶƐůŝŬĞ
ĐŚĂŶŐĞŝŶĂƉƉĞƟƚĞĂŶĚĂĐƟǀŝƚǇ͘<ŝŶĚůǇǀŝƐŝƚǇŽƵƌǀĞƚĨŽƌĂƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚĐŚĞĐŬƵƉ͘͟
:ĂŐĚŝƐŚ͗͞/ƌĞĐĞŶƚůǇƐǁŝƚĐŚĞĚŵǇĐĂƚƚŽĂŚĞĂůƚŚŝĞƌĚŝĞƚĂŶĚŶŽǁŝƚŚĂƐĚŝĂƌƌŚĞĂ͍tŚĂƚĐĂŶ
/ĚŽĂďŽƵƚŝƚ͍͟
Dr. Anand: ͞tŚĞŶĞǀĞƌǇŽƵƐǁŝƚĐŚƚŚĞƉĞƚĨƌŽŵŽŶĞĚŝĞƚƚŽĂŶŽƚŚĞƌƚŚĞƚƌĂŶƐŝƟŽŶƐŚŽƵůĚďĞ
ƐůŽǁĂŶĚŶŽƚƐƵĚĚĞŶ͘^ƟůůŝĨŝƚ͛ƐŚĂƉƉĞŶŝŶŐŝƚ͛ƐǁŽƵůĚďĞďĞƩĞƌƚŽĞŝƚŚĞƌƐƚŽƉƚŚŝƐĚŝĞƚĂƐŝƚƐ
ŶŽƚƐƵŝƟŶŐƚŚĞĐĂƚΖƐƐƚŽŵĂĐŚŽƌĂĚĚĂƉƌĞďŝŽƟĐΘƉƌŽďŝŽƟĐƐĂĐŚĞƚƚŽƚŚĞĚŝĞƚĨŽƌĞĂƐǇ
ĂƐƐŝŵŝůĂƟŽŶĂŶĚĚŝŐĞƐƟŽŶ͘͟

PET OF THE MONTH
When everything was going good,
one day after her morning walk, she
met with an accident with a truck
and lost her front left leg. She went
through a major surgery. It was such
a hard time for the whole family. No
one was eating or drinking anything;
we all were so scared and depressed
and were feeling so down. But as it is
said that after bad times good times
come. Ruby started recovering fast,
even veterinarian was surprised and
said that this is unexpected recovery.
She recovered under one and a half
month, which was very inspiring for
us and now she is three years old
with zero heath issues.
Ruby is also a very punctual dog; she
knows her routine. In the morning,
she wakes up around 5:00-5:30 am.
Then she wakes up her dad as he
takes her for a walk and sometimes
mumma too. When she comes from
walk, she knows that she has to
wash her feet so she directly goes
to bathroom and asks mom to wash
her feet. Then she has her favourite
biscuits - 50-50 by Britania. After
that she sleeps for a while and
wakes up around 1:00-1:30pm. Then
she has her brunch, which is curd
or sometimes curd-rice in summer
and pulao in winters. After that she
eats papad chapati... chapati that we
keep in sunlight to make it hard and
crunchy; she loves to eat it. Then she
sleeps again and wakes up around

Ruby and I play a lot but our
relationship is like sweet and sour. If
I irritate her (which i always do), then
she put my hand in her mouth so as to
stop me (but never bites). With others,
she has a great and sweet bond; she is
very obedient to everyone.
If we go out somewhere without
her then after when we come back
home she shows all her sadness.
If somebody is ill, as soon as she
realizes, she goes to that person and
stays around and stares them all the
time, as if she is trying to heal them.

5:00pm. We play with her...feed her
with biscuits, treats, and milk. Then
she goes for a walk with her brother.
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There is also a very interesting thing
behind her name [Ruby], we saw that
there is a pattern forming on her
head; as soon as we realized it looks
like a shape of a diamond, we named
her Ruby.

MY PET MY STORY

THEODORE’S
4TH
BIRTHDAY.

By Saba Poonawala*

I

’ve had dogs all my life. And
because of the impact they’ve had
in my life, I feel celebrating their
birthdays is such a feel good factor. I
don’t think theo as hes fondly called
knew much of what was happening,
but I did see him happier that day.
Much much happier than usual.
What started out to be a small
celebration I generally did back
home in pune, landed up being a
birthday better than my own! And
why shouldn’t it, it’s a dogs life!

So I began to brainstorm on what
should be done, and just then, I got
a call from a vendor I worked with
earlier. And just like that, I had about
14 vendors on board for both dogs
and humans (why should dogs have
all the fun!).
So for the dogs, I had toys by “FOFOS”–
easily the most durable and high
quality dog toys in india according to
me, and many many treats including
some from “Oscar Daisy” too! Each
dog got a spa voucher as well!
Besides this, I custom made pupcakes myself for each dog.
It didn’t end here, there was also a
yummy ginger beer from the east
coast brewery for the hoomans!!

Axel

Mani
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Theo-with-all-the-hampers

Theodore had a fantastic birthday
as he delivered the gifts himself. He
also enjoyed his day by jumping in a
pond and swimming away. Towards
the second half of the day he also
went to the beach flaunting his very
own life vest. It was a grand birthday
pawty after all.

* Co founder – Pune Chennai Dog Training Academy
#9970371714

PET CARE

Fig 1. Microchip
with the inject
applicator

Fig 2. Implanting
the microchip

By Dr. Sumanth Bedre M.*

F

ew months ago, I came across
the story of a dog named
'Alaska' reuniting with his
owner after being lost for six years at
Tucson, Arizona. I was so surprised to
know that microchips helped several
such pet parents to be reunited with
their lost pets. When I started reading
more about microchips, I strongly felt
that there is a need to make more
pet owners aware of this existing
technology.
The dog is man’s best friend – one
that may have an urge to wander and
explore, and consequently it runs the
risk of getting lost. Unfortunately,
it is not too uncommon for dogs to
lose their way back home and end

THE CHIP CONTAINS A UNIQUE 15-DIGIT NUMBER FOR
IDENTIFICATION, SIMILAR TO AADHAAR NUMBER FOR
INDIVIDUALS. WHEN SCANNED, THE CHIP TRANSMITS ITS
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER USING PASSIVE RFID (RADIO
FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION) TECHNOLOGY ON TO THE
SCANNER, WHICH DISPLAYS THE NUMBER ON A SCREEN.
up in shelters. A staggering number
of dogs are lost in shelters each year
because there is a lack of reliable
means for identification once they
are found. If your pet is lost, you are
far more likely to be reunited if they
are microchipped.

WHAT IS A MICROCHIP?
A microchip is a small, electronic
chip enclosed in a glass cylinder
that is about the same size as a
grain of rice. Once the microchip
is implanted under the skin, it will
remain for the entirety of your dog's
lifetime. The chip contains a unique
15-digit number for identification,
similar to Aadhaar number for
individuals. When scanned, the chip
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transmits its identification number
using passive RFID (Radio Frequency
Identification) technology on to the
scanner, which displays the number
on a screen.
The
International
Standards
Organization (ISO) has approved and
recommended a global standard for
microchips that ensures a consistent
identification system worldwide. The
ISO standard frequency is 134.2 kHz.
Also, contrary to popular belief, the
microchip is not a GPS device and
cannot track your animal if it gets
lost. The chip is RFID which enables
it to be read by a microchip scanner,
but only once your pet has been
found.

PET CARE
of microchipping for pet safety is
not new, but pet owners in India
are slowly becoming aware of it
and the microchipping of pet dogs
will be made compulsory in the
days to come. Microchipping is also
recommended for pet cats.

PROCEDURE
It is a 2-step process wherein which
a chip is implanted and then the
unique identification number is
registered along with all the relevant
details about the owner and the pet.
Microchip comes pre-loaded in a
sterile inject applicator. The chip is
injected subcutaneously (just under
the skin) between the shoulder blades
using a hypodermic needle at the
back of your pet’s neck by a registered
veterinarian. It is no more painful
than a typical injection, although
the needle is slightly larger than
those used for injection. No surgery
or anaesthesia is required and the
microchip can be implanted during
any regular vet check-ups. Make sure
to read the chip right after injection
using a microchip scanner. Also, ask
your veterinarian to scan your pet's
microchip at least once every year to
make sure it is still detectable. Having
a microchip placed is only the first
step, and second is to register the
microchip in a central database and
keep your registration information in
the database up-to-date.

WHY MICROCHIP YOUR PETS?
1. Unique Identity. The microchip
acts as the unique identification
of your pet. The chip stores a
15-digit unique number, which is
mentioned on all the records of
the pet. Most pets wear collar tags
imprinted with their name and
the phone number of their owner,
but only a microchip provides
permanent ID that cannot fall off
or be removed.
2. Find Lost Pets. If your pet is lost, you
are far more likely to be reunited if
they are microchipped as they can
be scanned at nearest vets and
the owner details can be obtained
from the database. A study of more
than 7,700 stray animals at animal

For more information
https://petchipindia.org/
Fig 3. Scanning the microchip

shelters showed that dogs without
microchips were returned to their
owners 21.9% of the time, whereas
microchipped dogs were returned
to their owners 52.2% of the time.
3. Travel.
Microchipping
is
mandatory for international travel
and is recommended for travel
within India. All pet documents
must have microchip number.
4. Pet Insurance. Microchipping
is mandatory for buying pet
insurance.
5. Pet Registration. Every dog
registered with KCI (Kennel Club
of India) must compulsorily be
microchipped.
As per The Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals (Dog Breeding and
Marketing) Rules, 2017 and The
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (Pet
Shop) Rules, 2018, no puppy can be
sold by a breeder without a microchip.
Also, microchipping can be one of
the most effective ways to solve the
cases of theft, abandonment, and
illegal pet trafficking.

CONCLUSION
A microchip is non-bio reactive
and hence, biologically safe for the
pet. It is a one-time investment
with several benefits. The concept
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https://www.avma.org/resourcestools/pet-owners/petcare/
microchips-reunite-pets-families/
microchipping-faq
https://www.kgun9.com/news/localnews/missing-dog-reunited-withowner-after-six-years
Lord, Linda K., et al. "Characterization
of animals with microchips entering
animal shelters". Journal of the
American
Veterinary
Medical
Association 235.2 (2009): 160-167
The Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
(Dog Breeding and Marketing) Rules,
2017
The Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
(Pet Shop) Rules, 2018

* Author is a Senior Taskforce Veterinary Surgeon
at Worldwide Veterinary Service (WVS) India. He
has four years of experience in small animal and
equine practice. He graduated in the year 2016
and has completed his masters in the year 2018.
He has a keen interest in emergency and critical
care medicine and is passionate about wildlife
conservation and animal welfare.

PET CARE

L

et’s start with the difference
between fear, phobia and
anxiety in dogs.

FEAR
Fear is a feeling of weary caused
due to maybe a person, a situation or
even an item.

NERVOUSNESS
AND FEAR IN DOGS
By Rangnath Tamboli* and Saba Poonawala**

PHOBIA
When one is scared of the same
stimulus over and over again, it’s a
phobia.

ANXIETY
Anxiety is fear of the unknown.

SO WHAT ARE THE REASONS OF
FEAR IN DOGS?
1) Natural Reasons - These revolve
around genetics of the dog. For
example, if one of the parents
or grand parents have exhibited
a fear based behavior, then the
next generation may also have it.
The kind of exposure a dog gets
to sounds, people, water or even
whether it was kept in a cage or no
for most of its lifetime affect the
next generation of the dog. This
could be a positive or negative
effect. The main thing here is to

expose the puppy in the first 4
months of its life to get the best
result. More exposure in a positive
way will lead to a more confident
dog and vice versa.

new object like a vacuum cleaner
being used in front of a dog, or even
fear of humans wearing a mask.

SYMPTOMS OF FEAR IN DOGS:

2) Environment - This means how
the dog has been kept during its life
time. It also depends on the kind
of care taken of the dog- was the
dog well taken care of an exposed
to different circumstances or was
it not taken care of and neglected.
A neglected dog can show signs of
fear.

Gauge the body language of the dog:

3) Special incidents - Was there any
incident that took place during
the life of the dog that now triggers
the fearful nature? These could be
a loud unexpected sound (climatic
change like thunder),a dog fight, a

5 The dog leaves food
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1 Shivering
2 The dog becomes extremely quiet
3 No focus
4 Tail in between the legs

6 The dog in general doesn’t behave
like a happy dog and seems
disturbed not doing activities like
a normal dog would.

PET CARE
7 Doesn’t maintain eye contact
8 The dog will move away from the
place of the incident- eg: when its
thundering the dog runs under the
bed or table.
9 Excessive panting
10 Salivation
11 Passing of urine on the spot when
the dog is in a fearful situation
12 The dog’s posture goes downward
13 Hair stand on the back of the dog
Mistakes Humans Make:

NO EXPOSURE TO OTHER HUMANS OR DOGS- THIS IS A CLASSIC
EXAMPLE OF “LOCKDOWN DOGS”. THE LACK OF EXPOSURE
FOR THEM LEADS THEM TO BE FEARFUL OF BOTH HUMANS AND
OTHER DOGS. SO SOCIALIZING YOUR DOG RIGHT FROM THE
BEGINNING IS IMPORTANT.

Whether you are a first time pet
care giver or not, here are some
mistakes humans make which lead
to problems with your dog’s behavior.

5) Keeping the dog in a crate for a long
time- this means lack of exposure
to sights, sounds and stimulus
which leads to fear.

1) Tying the dog for a long period of
time.

6) No physical and mental exerciseits important that all dogs are
exercised physically like taken
for walks and mentally too, like
making them play a treasure hunt.

2) Buy a dog, but don’t have any time
for the dog.
3) Constant change of the owner.
Rehoming dogs lead to a big fear
in them. Every dog needs a forever
home.
4) Food not given on time- if the dog
is used to eating at for example
7pm daily, but now the food isn’t
given at all, or isn’t given on time,
and maybe it gets food at 10pm or
11pm- its natural that the dog will
bark as its hungry. At this time,
the human shouts at the dog for
barking. According to the dog, hes
hungry and its his meal time, but
there is a lapse from the side of
the owner. This kind of shouting at
the dog for no fault of his leads to
confusion and in turn fear.

7) No exposure to other humans or
dogs- this is a classic example
of “lockdown dogs”. The lack of
exposure for them leads them to be
fearful of both humans and other
dogs. So socializing your dog right
from the beginning is important.
8) No exposure to roads or vehicles.
This is another common mistake
humans make. For reasons best
known to them, they don’t take
their young dogs out, and when the
dog suddenly goes out, it feels like
its in a different world all together .

into 3 categories and may go hand in
glove sometimes:
1) Desensitization – with the help of
a positive reinforcement trainer,
desensitize the dog with correct
methods to the cause of the fear.
This is a reward based method.
2) Use of Positive Reinforcement
– positive reinforcement being
a reward based method - either
with food or toys increases the
confidence in the dog. When it is
done in the place of the fearful
situation, it gives positive results
too.
3) Counter Conditioning – this
means to first build a drive in the
dog for for example a toy. Make
this drive so high in the dog that
when the dog is placed in the
fearful situation he finds the toy
more interesting and is distracted
from the fear.

Solution to the Problem:
The solution is broadly classified
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* Co founders - Pune Chennai Dog Training
Academy. #9970371714
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BREED PROFILE - DOG

I

n search of a new forever best
friend? Not sure what puppy
breed works best for you and
your family? Here we are with yet
another guide of the most common
and family friendly dog breed,
Golden Retriever. These adorable
munchkins are famously known for
being extremely cuddly, friendly and
very easy with strangers. Scroll down
to know more about them.

GOLDEN
RETRIEVER

PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Golden Retrievers, like their name
states, are golden! Their luxurious
coats come in a variety of light to
dark shades, ranging from light (like
the white Golden Retriever or English
Cream) to dark golden colours, even
close to chocolate. Their coats feature
feathering down their backs, chest,
belly, hindquarters, and tails. Goldens
have soft expressions combined with
floppy expressive ears that give them
a puppy-like appearance even as
adults.
Another thing to note of the Golden
Retriever is that those fluffy coats are
actually what are known as double
coats. A strong water repellant

coat on top coupled with a dense
undercoat to regulate their body
heat. This all means these pups can
be heavy shedders!

PERSONALITY TRAITS
Golden Retrievers are devoted and
affectionate to their people, and love
being involved in all family activities.

GOLDEN RETRIEVER AT A GLANCE
GROUP

Spor ng

HEIGHT

23 to 24 inches (males);
21.5 to 22.5 inches
(females)

WEIGHT

They're generally happy-go-lucky
dogs. Though typically a calm, easygoing breed, Goldens can sometimes
be energetic or nervous. Their
friendly nature makes them poor
watchdogs, but they make excellent
pets and wonderful aids for the
elderly and disabled. They're playful
and trustworthy with children, and
typically get along with other pets
and dogs.

65 to 75 pounds
(males); 55 to 65
pounds (females)

TENDENCY TO
DROOL

Low

TENDENCY TO
SNORE

Low

TENDENCY TO BARK

Moderate

TENDENCY TO DIG

Low

SOCIAL/ATTENTION
NEEDS

High
Moderate

COAT

Medium-length double
coat

COAT COLOUR

Light to dark gold

OVERALL
GROOMING NEEDS

LIFE SPAN

10 to 12 years

ORIGIN

TEMPERAMENT

Trustworthy, intelligent,
playful, energe c.

CLUB RECOGNITION

HYPOALLERGENIC

No

EXERCISE
REQUIREMENTS

>40 minutes/day

United Kingdom,
Scotland

AKC Classiﬁca on

Spor ng

UKC Classiﬁca on

Gun Dog

Prevalence

Common
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Golden Retrievers need ample
attention and human companionship,
as well as regular exercise. Due to
their retriever instincts, they'll try
to carry just about anything they
can get into their mouths. For them,
retrieving is a favorite pastime. So,
the way to a Golden Retriever's heart
may just be through a game of fetch.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Originating in the Scottish Highlands
in the late 1800s, the Golden Retriever
was developed by Lord Tweedmouth,
by crossing the original yellow
Flat-Coated Retriever with the now
extinct Tweed Water Spaniel. He
later crossed in the Bloodhound, Irish
Setter and more Tweed Water Spaniel.
The dogs were called the Golden FlatCoat and only later were they given
the name Golden Retriever.

BREED PROFILE - CAT

AMERICAN BOBTAIL
O

ften called the "golden
retriever” of the cat world
because of their loving and
playful nature, American Bobtails
make
fantastic
companions.
However, it is a rare breed, which
explains why they are more
expensive than other cats’ breeds.
The cost of American bobtail cats in
India ranges between Rs. 60,000 and
Rs. 80,000, especially if you purchase
from a highly reputable source.

PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
There’s no doubt about it—many
American Bobtail characteristics are
unique to this breed. Most notably,
these cats have a shortened tail
which averages between 1-4 inches
in length. Their tails can also appear
to be straight, slightly curved, kinked,
or bumpy along the sides. Their
beautiful coat, which can come in
both a short or long length, can be
found in practically any colour or
pattern. The same goes for these cats’
eye colour. The average American
Bobtail size is 7-16 pounds, with

males typically weighing more than
females.

easily be taught to "walk" on a leash
and play fetch.

PERSONALITY TRAITS

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The American Bobtail is a great
family pet that attaches itself to the
whole family, not just one person.
The breed gets along with children
as well as other pets, including the
family dog. They want to be with the
family rather than being alone. They
have a subtle personality which is
affectionate and loving rather than
demanding or in your face. They can

Originating in the United States, the
American Bobtail is said to be the
result of an accidental combination of
the domestic shorthaired and a Bobcat,
traced back to a random-bred bobtailed
tabby kitten that was adopted from
an American Indian reservation in
Arizona by John and Brenda Sanders
of Iowa. The American Bobtail was
recognized by the TICA in 1989.

AMERICAN BOBTAIL AT A GLANCE
PERSONALITY

Aﬀec onate, sociable, playful, adaptable, and intelligent

WEIGHT

Up to 16 pounds

LENGTH

Up to 30 inches

COAT LENGTH

Short hair, long hair

COAT COLOURS

Any colour, but breed standard favours 'wild' colours

COAT PATTERNS

Any, but breed standard favours 'wild' markings

EYE COLOUR

Copper, gold, yellow, green, blue

LIFESPAN

Up to 15 years

HYPOALLERGENIC

No

ORIGIN

United States
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FCI SCHEDULE

FCI Event Calendar - 2022
Month

Date

Event Type

City

September 2022

10th Sept

Cat Registration Drive / Convention

Vadodara

11th Sept

Cat Registration Drive / Convention

Ahmedabad

18th sept

Cat Registration Drive / Convention

Nashik

October 2022

November 2022

December 2022

January 2023

8th oct

Cat Registration Drive / Convention

Coimbatore

9th oct

Cat Registration Drive / Convention

Chennai

15th oct

Cat Registration Drive / Convention

Nagpur

16th oct

Cat Registration Drive / Convention

Hyderabad

22nd oct

Cat Registration Drive / Convention

Mangalore

23rd Oct

Cat Registration Drive / Convention

Cochin

5th Nov

Cat Registration Drive / Convention

Panji

6th Nov

Cat Championship Show

Hyderabad

13th Nov

Cat Championship Show

Pune

19th Nov

Cat Registration Drive / Convention

Guwahti

20th Nov

Cat Registration Drive / Convention

Kolkata

27th Nov

Cat Championship Show

Delhi

11th Dec

Cat Championship Show

Chennai

17th Dec

Cat Registration Drive / Convention

Agra

18th Dec

Cat Registration Drive / Convention

Jaipur

25th Dec

Cat Championship Show

Lucknow

8th Jan

Cat Championship Show

Ahmedabad

15th Jan

Cat Championship Show

Panji

22nd Jan

Cat Championship Show

Bhopal

29th Jan

Cat Championship Show

Cochin
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FELINE CARE

DIARRHOEA IN KITTEN & CATS
A Tip of an Iceberg!

By Dr J Venkhatesh*

D

iarrhoea in humans is very
common. A few medicines,
some home remedies, and
certain dietary changes are enough
to bring relief to their discomfort.
But it’s not the same case when it
comes to cats. Although, our furry
little friends have their own way
with cleanliness, but there can
be unfortunate incidents where
they are discharging faecal matter
more than usual or vomiting. Along
with that, they are suffering from
fever, weakness, abdominal pain,
dehydration, or loss of appetite.
Then it is an alarming sign for a cat
parent to take your cat to the vet. The
Primary Feline behaviour unlike the
Dogs, is to suppress the expression of
disease until it becomes extremely
out of control. Hence it becomes
imperative for the feline pet parents
to be more vigilant in picking the
subtle signs of distress at the earliest.
It commonly occurs by the encounter
of any infectious agent like bacteria,
viruses,
or
intestinal
worms.
However, it may also happen because
of some toxin chemicals, poisonous
plants, allergens, or diet changes.
The severity of the ailment depends
on the longevity and number of
symptoms that the cat shows.

Indeed, diarrhoea is often observed
around nutritional weaning when
kittens transition from milk to solid
food (around 4-8 weeks). At that time
indeed, major changes are occurring
at the digestive tract level in kittens
(anatomical & enzymatic changes)
and on top of that, those individuals
are going through a period of
immunosuppression (often referred
to as “immunity gap”) while being
potentially exposed to digestive
pathogens in their environment.
The most common root cause for
diarrhoea in felines, are the viral
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infections like the Feline Distemper,
Feline Infectious Peritonitis and
Feline Immuno deficiency. All
these diseases except the Feline
immune
deficiency
usually
have fatal outcomes. The most
common parasitic infections of the
gastrointestinal tract are Giardiasis
& Trichomoniasis apart from the
regular intestinal worms that can
cause chronic refractory diarrhoea
in cats – young & old. Like all our
experiences, cats also have dietary
intolerances and Food allergies.
Common signatures of poisoning
from toxins are also often seen in

www.creature-companions.in

outdoor cats. Other life-threatening
disease that requires timely surgical
intervention includes foreign body
obstruction in the gastrointestinal
tract. Said and done, cats also
suffer from hormonal imbalances
especially hyperthyroidism and
kidney diseases that can predispose
them to diarrhoea. Not common
but not rare, adult cats can develop
tumours of the gastrointestinal
tract where Diarrhoea is the only
symptom!
Diarrhoea can be indicators of a
broader illness which is affecting
your cat. Vets make the distinction
between large intestine and small
intestine diarrhoea, characterised
by different symptoms and with
different causes.
If your cat has large intestinal
diarrhoea, their stools will tend to
be of the same volume or less than
usual at one time, but more frequent
than normal, but often include blood
or mucus. You may also notice their
stools are softer at the end of the
day. Your cat will also exhibit a need
to move its bowels urgently and
frequently.
Small intestinal diarrhoea in your cat
tends to be of a large volume at one
time, can have colour variation such
as green or orange, and may include
undigested food. Your cat may also
be suffering with vomiting, weight
loss and flatulence.
On top of feeding an appropriate diet
for this specific physiological stage,
key nutritional recommendations on
how to conduct weaning need also to
be given the owners:
 Weaning must be a progressive
and smooth process. It should not
be started in kittens before 4-4.5

weeks (only exception is in the case
of orphaned kittens where it can be
started at 3 weeks) and then should
be conducted over 4 weeks.
 It is also important to monitor
the amount of food kittens are
fed at each meal during the
weaning process. Indeed, food
competition can occur and lead
to overconsumption in certain
for these individuals when they
are fed all together, leading to the

development of osmotic diarrhoea
afterwards.
It is important to keep in mind that
nutrition is just one – important piece of the puzzle here. Prevention
of weaning diarrhoea also requires
medical (vaccination, deworming)
and
sanitary
(sanitation)
prophylactic measures. Only the
combination of all will successfully
help prevent weaning diarrhoea in
kittens.
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FELINE CARE
Here are a few tips that a cat
parent can consider while their
cat is showing symptoms of
diarrhoea.
1. Diet
Dietary intervention can play a
beneficial role in the management
of diarrhoea and can control its
occurrence and severity. Physical
characteristics of fibre can both
increase or decrease stool passage
time; for example, research has
shown that beet pulp promotes
a shorter intestinal transit time,
while cellulose increases it. Dietary
fibre, and slowly fermentable fibres
such as cellulose, peanut hulls,
psyllium husks and wheat bran,
have been shown to be an effective
means of increasing dietary bulk in
the gastrointestinal tract without
supplying additional calories. Some
fibre absorbs water from the GI
tract to form a viscous gel which
can reduce free faecal water and
aid in the normalization of stool
consistency. The viscous gel also
prolongs intestinal transit time and
may be useful in treating cases of
secretory or osmotic diarrhoea as
it absorbs luminal toxins. When
increased motility is the cause of
diarrhoea.
2. Hydration
Loss of bodily fluid is common while
a cat is suffering from diarrhoea. It is
critical that you maintain your cat’s
hydration. So, try to keep your cat
hydrated by filling their bowls with
clean and fresh water and encourage
them to drink on regular interval to
prevent dehydration.
3. Vitamin B12 deficiency
Cats need Vitamin B12 in order to
keep their immune system, nervous
system, and digestive tract in a
healthy shape. For a healthy cat,

their body tissues can retain Vitamin
B12 for 13 days. But a cat with a
gastrointestinal disorder will only be
able to hold for 5 days. Thus, if a cat
suffers from Vitamin B12 deficiency,
it will potentially affect other
organs and may cause more health
problems. Your vet may prescribe
it to them food rich in Vit. B12 like
Royal Canin Gastrointestinal, when
your cat is suffering from diarrhoea.
4. Probiotic and gut medications
As a precautionary step, ask your
vet to prescribe probiotics for the
healthy gut of your cat. When dealing
with diarrhoea, probiotics may be
helpful. A cat’s immune system
relies on the health of the GI tract.
Probiotics help improve the function
of the GI tract and, in doing so, help
to improve immune system function.
It helps to promote a healthy gut by
providing beneficial bacteria to your
cat’s intestinal microbiome. This
also means more solid and natural
cat poop. Probiotics help to balance
the cat’s gastrointestinal tract,
which starts at the mouth. A healthy,
balanced mouth and gut make for
fresher breath.
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Cats are very composed as a pet.
They don’t express themselves very
easily. Hence, it is important for cat
parents to look out for them with
more precision. Cats will always try
to hide their poop or pee; therefore,
it is recommended to consider
other prominent symptoms first
to determine whether your cat is
suffering from diarrhoea or not. As
Feline Pet Parents, understanding
that our companions are very
different from we humans and not
taking the symptom of Diarrhoea
lightly, is the only way to show our
love for those voiceless creatures to
whom we are none other than the
Almighty!

To all new pet parents,
with pups and kittens of
less than 12 months old.
Scan the QR Code
below or visit www.
findroyalcanin.com,
and sign up to get your
complimentary ‘Start of
Life’ hamper today!’
* MVSc (Surgery & Radiology), MD (ACU), DMT
Chief & Specialist Small Animal Surgeon, Auro
Multispeciality Pet Hospital, Chennai, Tamil Nadu

www.creature-companions.in

CAT COAT COLOURS AND PATTERNS
T
here are 6 main coat colours
and patterns in cats. They are
Solid, Parti-colour, Bi-colour,
Tabby, Shaded/Smoke and Colour
point. We will be looking at each one
by one. In this edition, let’s focus on
Solids.

DOMINANT COLORS

White
A Solid colour means that a cat has
only one colour all over its body. Not
even a tiny part has any other colour
anywhere on the body. There is no
pattern on the body either. There are
9 colours found in solid cats: White,
Red, Black, Chocolate, Cinnamon,
Cream, Blue, Lilac and Fawn. In
the cat colour terminology, amber
colour is called red and grey colour is
called blue. Out of these, White, Red,
Black, Chocolate and Cinnamon are
dominant colours, while Cream, Blue,
Lilac and Fawn are recessive colours.
What this means, is that if you breed a
solid black cat with a solid blue (grey)
cat, the kittens will all be solid black
in colour. Because black is dominant
and blue is recessive, black will take
over and the kittens will be black. If

Red

Black

Chocolate/
Chestnut

Cinnmon

Blue

Lilac

Fawn

RECESSIVE COLORS

Cream

you want a kitten with a recessive
colour, you need to ensure both its
parents have recessive colours. If
even one parent has any dominant
colour, that colour will come in the
kittens too.
Interestingly, even among the
dominant colours, some are more
dominant than others. White is the
most dominant, Red is a little less,

and so on, till Cinnamon which is the
least dominant (among the dominant
colours). If you look at the line where
all 9 colours are listed, white is the
most dominant and each successive
colour is relatively less dominant,
until we get to fawn, which is the
least dominant colour of all. So if you
breed a solid white cat with a cat of
any other colour or pattern, you will
end up with all white kittens.
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Consumer Connect

T

welve years of dedication
towards animal nutrition,
continuous
evolution,
consumer interactions and valuable
adds on with newer teams coming
in, vet alliances, industry talks and
so much more is what together sums
up Drools Pet Food. Proudly home
grown, Drools today is one of the
largest revenue and employment
generator for the pet industry. A
variety of choices in food, snacks,
grooming kits, bowls to playtime
accessories, Drools is offering and
engaging pet parents at all levels.
Very recently, Drools launched
its premium line of pet foods,
“SIGNATURE”. Autonomous in its
operations, individually engaging
with the industry at all levels, be
it pet parents, vets, retail or pet
influencers, this master stroke by the
gigantic brand was an answer to the
change that the fraternity needed
right now. With premium imported
brands facing availability issues
given to global logistics meltdown,
skyrocketing price rises in quick
successions and monotony setting
in variants available, Signature
Petfoods is like summer breeze to
concerned pet parents.
True to its name, Signature is a cut
above the rest. Deep research, quality
ingredients, human grade proteins,
antioxidant packs, and guarantee
of wellness is what sets the brand
apart. It understands the new age
consumer, who are well read and
zealous to seek out the best for their
pooches.
Amidst significant members of
pet fraternity, Signature range was
launched by Dr. Dhananjay Bapat
( President – Pet Practitioners
Association
of
Mumbai)
and
Mr Saquib Pathan ( President -

Dr. Shashank Sinha
(Group CEO – Drools & Signature)

Mitu Paul
(Brand Head – Signature)

Feline Club of India). Also present
to grace the occasion were Dr.
Makarand Chavan, Dr. Anil Vade
and Dr. Hitesh Swali to name a few.
Brand’s distribution partners, retail
partners, some select influencers
and leadership team of Drools had
all come together to celebrate this
special occasion on 31st July at JW
Marriott, Juhu Mumbai.

to over 18 countries. Our production
facilities are unbeatably the largest
in India with a production capacity of
close to 5000 tons a month. We can
boast of a robust distribution network
spread across 28 states, catering
to 30,000 retail stores and a staff
strength of over 1500 employees.
Signature is such an organic growth
to Drools and our promise to deliver
quality in reasonable pricing will
help us win hearts all over again. I
wish Team Signature the very best!

Signature will hold two variants of
dry kibble pet food currently, “Grain
Zero” and “Freedom” for both dogs
and cats. While GrainZero variant
is grain free, Freedom will use long
grain sushi rice. Both variants are
holistic nutritional choices with up to
48% clean deboned meats, farm fresh
veggies and organic fruits and herbs.
Gluten and GMO free, Signature
brands will use a variety of fresh
proteins from chicken, sardines,
mackerel to eggs. Going forward,
the brand will also work to bring in
healthy treat options, wet foods and
many more.

Mitu Paul (Brand Head – Signature)
quotes: Necessity is the mother of all
inventions but to know and identify
that necessity well in advance, is
what will keep us ahead of the curve.
I’m grateful to be the chosen one to
lead this ambitious project and we are
committed to making pet parenting a
joy with our products and services.
Signature brands are all set to be on
pet stands near you by the 1st week
of September 2022 and will surely be
worth the wait!

Stylized
packaging,
reasonable
pricing and an aggressive team with
a ‘spirit to serve’, Signature is drawn
to success from the moment go.
Dr. Shashank Sinha (Group CEO –
Drools & Signature) says: It’s been a
very endearing journey of over 12
years, where we have proudly become
the 1st Indian pet food brand to export
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Website: signaturepetfoods.com
Toll-free: 1800-102-5962

AQUA

THE NEW TANK SYNDROME
What Is It and How To Tackle?
By Shahu Sardar*

NITROGEN CYCLE IN NEW TANK
SYNDROME

P

lanning the perfect aquascape,
filling it with fresh water,
adding your favorite fish but
only to have it fail in about a couple
of weeks...Fishes die, and the plant
setup gets spoiled. Your tank most
probably was affected by 'the new
tank syndrome' which is a quite
prevalent phenomenon with newly
setup tanks. This is frustrating and
the biggest reason for beginners to
give up on the aquarium hobby.
But, if we understand the basics
right "New tank syndrome" is easy
to tackle and isn’t a big issue. So let's
dig deeper, understand the new tank
syndrome and the best way to tackle
it, to then calmly enjoy your own
aquarium.

BASICS – THE NITROGEN CYCLE
It all starts from here, the nitrogen
cycle. The nitrogen cycle is a natural
process of modification of nitrogen

compounds into different forms and
their flow through the ecosystem.
And this cycle of course should be
completed in our aquariums (which
are themselves tiny ecosystems) too.
Fish waste created in the tank
chemically is in the form of ammonia
(from gills) and ammonium (from
excreta). These in natural water
bodies are fed upon by nitrifying
bacteria which convert it to less toxic
nitrites. This completes the nitrogen
cycle and helps the fish to live
peacefully and healthily. It is kind of
waste management in a water body.
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When a new tank has been set up
and filled with clean water, it has
very few or almost none of those
useful nitrifying bacteria which we
talked about. When you put fishes in
this tank they will be releasing waste
which will just pile up in the water.
This is called Ammonia buildup,
which causes ammonia burns and
ammonia poisoning to your fish
leading to death.
This process speeds up due to
the mild stress in the fishes due
to the new setup. Feeding in this
time period also accelerates the
ammonia buildup. All this happens
while things in the tank may appear
normal to the hobbyist and thus
hard to detect until the fish start
dying mysteriously. This is also the
reason why it’s named as "new tank
syndrome" since it was associated
with bad luck coming with the new
setup.

www.creature-companions.in

TACKLING THE NEW TANK
SYNDROME
The process here again starts with
"nitrogen cycle". The first thing to
be done is to ensure the water is not
just "clean, but it is also "healthy"
for the fish to thrive and promote a
healthy ecosystem. This will need
the introduction of the beneficial
bacteria which can be done from one
of the following ways:

after cycling. You can also add
some hardy fish and inexpensive
species like guppies to enhance
the process. Other delicate ones
should be then introduced slowly.
• Seeding
The only problem with slow
cycling is time. Cycling is a slow
and gradual process which needs
a lot of time. The complete time
required to fully cycle depends on
the volume of tank.
A faster way is to seed the new
tank with colonies. For this you
can take help from someone
who already has a setup or from
a store. The filter sponge from
the old setup can be directly
installed into the new tank to
readily put the bacteria colony.
As filter sponge/media are the
sites of colonization.

• Slow Cycling
Slow cycling is simple process
of giving time to the bacteria to
get introduced, grow, reproduce
and form colonies. To do this
simply fill dechlorinated water
into the tank, turn on your light
and filter and add some pellets
of fish food. Leave the tank for
about 2-3 weeks (filter should be
continuously running while light
should have a schedule). Bacteria
present in small numbers, or will
be introduced from air will start to
settle in the tank.

Alternatively, soil or some water
from the old setup can be also
added. Keep in mind that the
sponge/media/soil
should
be
directly put into the new setup
without washing, as washing
it will of course get rid of the
beneficial bacteria we want.
Although a fast and efficient
method, seeding is riskier. The old
setup will not be always healthy.
There's a risk of transmission
of bacterial or fungal diseases
from that tank to your new setup.
Many a times the soil may contain
spores of diseases such as white
itch. Thus it’s not always you will
find a good, healthy aquarium
setup, making this process harder.
• Cycling bacteria

30-40% water change can be done
while bringing in your new fish

The fasted and safest way is to

buy readymade cycling bacteria.
These are bacterial colonies
commercially sold as liquids to
be put in your tank. It is faster
as bacterial colonies are directly
introduced and also safer.
The biggest claim made by the
companies is the instant addition
of fish after the liquid is added
to the tank. This is not at all
recommended. The bacteria still
needs time to multiply and form
an actual healthy colony in the
tank and thus at least a day should
be given for it.

MAINTAINING THE HEALTH OF
BACTERIA
The simple learning we get from all
of this is that in your aquarium it’s
not just the fish and plants you are
taking care of, but also the bacteria,
which are the pillars for the aquarium
ecosystem. Thus maintaining a
healthy colony is also important.
The irony is that "new" tank syndrome
can also be seen in established/old
setups.
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• The Colony Site
As mentioned earlier, bacterial
colonies are formed in the filter
media/sponge and the soil. These
two components are thus sensitive
and must be taken care of while
cleaning your aquarium.
Filter media should not be
thoroughly cleaned every time
you get a water change in your
aquarium. It must be done after
2-3 water changes. It should be
rinsed in old tank water and any
derbies or algae formation should
be removed with a brush. Cleaning
the media in fresh water will wash
of the bacteria colony so make
sure you do it only in the old tank
water.
The soil mostly should be just
siphoned and only rinsed when
tank is severely affected by some
disease.
In case of a deep cleaning session
the readymade cycling bacteria
should be used.
• Medications
Sometimes fish medicines added
to the tank can kill the bacteria

(mostly antibiotics ) Thus the best
way to prevent this is to treat the
sick fish in a separate quarantine
tank.

sucked by filter, where they will
colonize the filter sponge/media.

CONCLUSION
The new tank syndrome in general is
not so dreadful as it sounds, instead
it’s just some lack of basics. New tank
syndrome thus can be easily tackled
with the above mentioned steps.

Happy fish keeping!

CLOUDY WATER? DON'T PANIC
When doing the discussed things
about establishing the beneficial
bacteria in the tank, you may
notice the aquarium water getting
extremely cloudy. This is called the
Bacterial bloom, which is completely
normal and a healthy sign that the
process is successful.
Bacterial blooms are the bacteria
that have grown and reproduced in
large numbers and now suspended
in the water. Their large numbers
simply make them somewhat visible
to naked eyes. These bacterial flocks
will now settle in your soil or get

* Author is an Aquarium hobbyist and fishkeeping
enthusiast from Pune. He has been in this hobby
from the age of 10 and had really great time with
fishkeeping. He also runs his own fishkeeping
blog and aquarium service called the Aquanation
(www.aquanationURL.blogspot.com),
which
provides free assistance to beginners in pursuing
this hobby. He can be reached at 7774851593/
shahu.sardar4@gmail.com.

FRESH MEALS FOR DOGS
100% natural

real ingredients

delicious recipes

FOLLOW US: www.clevercanine.in
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@clever_canine

+91 9113583474

CAPTURING FURRY TALES

By Harshita*

S

ince man learned to draw in caves, dog portrait paintings
have appeared to mark our bond and fondness for these
animals. Animals have a significant impact on people,
and there is no more remarkable act bigger than adopting an
animal that deserves nothing but a loving home and a caring
family. It is no wonder today’s pet parents love to celebrate
their pets in various ways and would like someone to create a
work of art featuring their furbabies.
Harshita Gakkhar, aka TheDoodleDidi, based in Jaipur,
India, specialises in pet portraits in watercolours. She
aims to capture the sweet bond between pets and their
family members with her realistic pet portraits. Harshita is
genuinely passionate about her art and the beautiful pets
she is commissioned to paint. She is always thrilled to hear
about each pet’s unique stories.

THE NUT PACK STORY
Sidharth and Shivani were both fond
of dogs. When their moment came,
they started looking to adopt a dog.
They did not want to take the breeder
route as they refused to look at it as a
commercial commodity being traded.
They firmly believe in adoption –
human kids or dogs. Walnut was a
homebred puppy housed by a family
who didn’t have the time for his
care and attention. After a few video
calls and conducting some word-ofmouth background checks, they were
chosen as the new family for Walnut.
At 14 months, Walnut was the most
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playful little sweetheart – he stole
their hearts on his first walk home.
After a year with him, they felt ready
to adopt another dog. They started
looking to adopt and had their hearts
broken with a couple of rejections
in the final moments, and after four
months, they got a call. Donut came
home! He came with a considerable
stash of belongings that took two
days to find space to store. Donut was
a scrawny little pampered pup that
would never get tired, and between
Walnut and two humans, he outdid
them all with his puppy-power energy.
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A month later, they moved to Goa –
to give them the life these puppers
deserve. Almost a year here, the Nut
Pack have only bonded like any other
siblings – a balance of all things good
and bad, learned and untrained and
growing with it all.
Rescue isn’t a tag or a word; it’s a
lifetime commitment. From their
experience and learning, they
believe and encourage people to
adopt – mindfully and through the
suitable NGOs and processes and
make them a part of their family.
Shivani says, “While we may have a
lot of pictures with them, the essence
of The Nut Pack’s bond was truly
captured so beautifully By Harshita
– TheDoodleDidi in the portrait she
drew as a birthday gift for me by
the Nut Pack’s friends. The realism
of the painting is so magical – from
the expressions that captured their
personality, their coat colours so
impeccable, and the placement of
the two in their favourite place, the
beach. This painting is a treasure for
life.”

THE GUNDA BOY SHIRO
Shiro was born on the streets of
Mumbai. Due to the kindness of a

few humans, including his momma,
he was fed every day. One fine
morning in January 2020, he met
with an accident on the streets
and was severely injured. Prajakta
rushed him to the nearest doctor
and was informed that Shiro would
not survive. She didn’t take no for an
answer and went to a specialist for
another opinion. To her surprise and
grace of God, Shiro started getting
better, and she decided to bring him
home! He met his new family, his
grandmother, and his dad. Shiro
turned out to be the naughtiest boy
ever and was renamed Gunda Boy
Shiro due to his antics. Now, he
travels, eats wholesome meals, gets
his belly scratched, gets pampered,
and lives the life he deserves.
Prajakta wanted to celebrate his
presence in her life with a custom
portrait. She said, “TheDoodleDidi
is amazing! How she painted my
Shiro with love and captured every
detail made me speechless. It was
the best decision to commission
Shiro’s portrait. Anybody who visits
us appreciates the painting a lot.”

LUNA LIMPY LOONYTOONS
FOUND HER GANG!
Nikita found Luna abandoned at a
construction site during her morning
walks with TheBuddyBellaGang in
July 2021. Luna was a 2-month-old
labrador puppy with a limping leg. It
was pretty clear she was a Breeder
discard and was left alone to die in
this cruel world. Nikita brought her
home and decided to foster her until
Luna’s leg recovered. Nikita was over
the moon when her Aunt proposed to
adopt Luna. But, Universe had other
plans. Nikita’s other rescue, “Bella”, got
fond of Luna. Everybody, including
Nikita, got attached to Luna so much
that when the time arrived to finally
send her to her forever home at her
Aunt’s farm. She decided to keep her
forever. So now BuddyBella Gang
has not 1 but 4 dogs. Luna brought
so much life into their lives. As if It
was written in the stars and she was
finally home. Nikita commissioned
a portrait of Luna and wanted to add
flowers around her painting to depict
her colourful personality and said,
“Thank you, Harshita, for painting my
mad child so pretty! You have a gift”
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six months to learn how to walk
confidently. She was rescued by a
kind lady Raquel who then bumped
into her future parents at a vet clinic
where Zoey used to visit for her daily
dose of Antibiotics and Painkillers.
It took her six months to learn how
to walk confidently, and now she
even runs faster than her older
sister Droopy. Doctors say that she
helped her in boosting her morale
considerably. Disha said they fell for
Zoey’s innocent watery eyes the day
they met her and immediately got
her home! Disha got in touch with
Harshita to get Zoey’s portrait done,
and now it hangs proudly in their
bedroom.

MARTIN: BEATEN & ABANDONED
IN STREETS! NOW LIVING HIS
BEST LIFE.
Prajakta and Awadhesh had applied
to a rescue organisation looking to
adopt a dog and complete their family.
They soon got an emergency adoption
notice for a Siberian Husky, age
unknown, that was found wandering
the streets by himself. He had visible
wounds and a large tumour near one
of his limbs. Martin was abandoned,
sick, and abused. He was in urgent
need of medical attention. To make
things worse, it was summer, and
the rescue organisation did not have
a sufficiently cool space for him to
make things worse. They went to the
shelter the next day, and Martin came
walking to them immediately with a
look of “Where have you been, mum
and dad?” on his face. He hadn’t done
that with other people who had come
to see him that day. The volunteer
was very happy to see Martin’s
reaction to them and decided to send
him home with us then and there.
Once home, they got him medical
help. The rescue organisation was
able to find Martin’s original owners
and lodge a police complaint against
them. Their poor puppy had been
locked up in a small cage his entire
life, left to be ignored and only to be
beaten if/when he barked. One day
after Martin fell sick, the original
owner had had enough, and Martin
was left in the streets. Martin is
now recovered and is the naughtiest
member of their little family. They
hope we bring him at least a tiny part
of the amount of joy he brings to our
lives every single day.

the most beautiful portrait of Martin
that captured all the little details
perfectly; My favourites, one of his
ears tilted a little back and his cute
side-eye! We’ve hung it on a wall in
my house that celebrates all things
sentimental and important to us.
Thanks to Harshita, Martin will
forever be at home.”

ZOEY: THE DOG WHOSE LEGS
ARE BROKEN BUT HER SPIRIT IS
NOT!
Zoey was run over brutally by a lady
biker who crushed her forelegs. It
took her

Prajakta says, “Pictures are a
widespread way of celebrating
Martin’s life, but we wanted a special
way of celebrating for our special boy.
That’s when I found and contacted
Harshita on Instagram. She painted
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Over Five hundred wonderful pet
parents have chosen Harshita to
capture their furry babies through
her art in the past three years. She
hopes by using her skills and hard
work; she can create treasured gifts
and memories for all pet parents.

* About Author: Harshita is a watercolour artist
based in India. She is a management professional
and currently works as a product marketing manager
in a prolific startup based in New Delhi. She enjoys
travel, reading, and stand-up comedies. You can
get in touch with her at thedoodledidi@gmail.com
or on Instagram @thedoodledidi

COMPASSION

TRUE LOVE
By Piu Sur*

W

hen I met Bondi di
(Vandana Dutta, Managing
Trustee,
Alliance
of
Animals and People – www.
allianceofanimalsandpeople.org) she
was my Director North East Region
in CRY (Child Rights and You) Kolkata
office. As I got to know her better each
day, her love for dogs was beyond my
comprehension. Even I had a pet but
then she was overwhelmed by her
dogs and always spoke about them
as humans.
Not only was she passionate and
totally involved with her own pets
she was equally concerned about
all the pets in Sarita Vihar in Delhi
where she lived prior to recently
having shifted to Kolkata. So besides
office work and meetings all we got
to hear about was about all the dogs
that filled up her life.

So it was not surprising when she
decided that after retirement she
would open her own ngo and take
care of dogs. Over calls I heard all
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the stories and struggles to get
the ngo registered and getting
the Corporation to co-operate
to vaccinate, feed, give medical
attention to the dogs and educate the
people in every area to do the same
as well as be more hhumane
Together Bondi di with Amita Kapur,
Vishnupriya Bose, Sanjay Kher,
Sharad Phalgun and Anoop Sood
set out to build a better world for the
street dogs. Their combined aim was
to integrate lives of people and people
beyond the conventional approaches
of animal welfare. Everyone agreed
that it was important to make our
society responsible for a more
humanitarian approach towards
animals. It meant involving people
from all walks of life including
children, youth and adults.
With each day I watched and heard
about the organisation growing.
Then one day Bondi decided to shift
to Kolkata. I was thrilled. Soon she
opened another chapter in Kolkata

and I joined her endeavour though it
was my son who was more like Bondi
di wanting to do all they could for
their street pets.
As a result of these influences in my
life I got totally involved in what was
happening and agreed to take care
of the education section while Bondi
took care of the feeding and medical
attention. As a result of her constant
effort the organisation has been
able to move on in spite of COVID. In
Delhi as well as in Kolkata there have
been events with children, as well as
number of school and community
programs.
Every night around 8.30 you will
see her loaded with bags of food
going out in search of the street pets
in her area. She has named them
all and will search them out from
under parked cars and construction
building sites. She never missed
any of them. At times she also gets
into squabbles with some resident
about feeding the pets but there is no

stopping her. By the time she is back
it is past midnight.
In this time she also notes the ones
who need medical attention and
organises with other ngo’s to get
them transported to the hospital if
necessary. Rarely resting she makes
sure to gather food to each dogs taste
in the morning, making sure they are
cooked properly and getting ready
to take care of the street pets even
if it rains, is crazy hot or bitter cold.
Always making sure that their water
bowl has fresh clean water and the
right medicine she is always there.
She leads us all by example by being
humane towards all animals. A
kitten has now recently joined the
list of pets. This keeps her happy and
energetic all through the day and is
an inspiration for me as well as others
who see her each day reaching out to
the dogs and cats in the locality.

* Communication Consultant & Education
Coordinator for Alliance of Animals and People (AAP)
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EVENT

PET FAIR

SOUTH EAST ASIA

TO REUNITE INTERNATIONAL PET INDUSTRY
IN BANGKOK IN OCTOBER 2022

After three long years, the power of face-to-face tradeshows in Asia is finally back, as Pet Fair South East Asia
is about to re-unite the international pet industry from October 26-28. This time, in the exciting city of Bangkok,
Thailand! 300 international brands and more than 5,000 visitors are expected to talk business, network, and
celebrate at ‘ASEAN’s B2B Partnership Hub for Distribution, Retail, and Sourcing’ in Bangkok.

ABOUT PET FAIR SOUTH EAST
ASIA
Organized by the international
VNU Group, Pet Fair South East
Asia provides the international pet
industry with a strategic marketentry
and
market
expansion
platform for Asia’s high-growth pet
markets. With Thailand being the 4th
largest pet food exporting country
worldwide, the show furthermore
functions as a Global Sourcing Hub
for Private Label Petfood, Treats and
Ingredient Solutions.
The fully B2B show is a sister event of
Pet Fair Asia in Shanghai, the world’s
largest pet industry tradeshow
platform. With the ongoing travel
restrictions in China, however, the
Bangkok Pet Fair Edition is destined
to be the only internationally

accessible
B2B
pet
industry
tradeshow in Asia in 2022.

EARLY VISITOR PREREGISTRATIONS FROM 45
COUNTRIES
As of 1st of August, pet industry
stakeholders from 45 different
countries
have
pre-registered
for Pet Fair South East Asia.
“We are very pleased with the
early pre-registration numbers”,
states Johannes C. Kraus, Project
Manager of Pet Fair South East
Asia. “We will be able to welcome
pet industry suppliers and buyers
from all over the world in Bangkok
in October. From Brazil to Korea so
to speak.”
Pet Fair South East Asia will take
place at Hall 103 - 104 at the Bangkok
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International Trade & Exhibition
Centre (BITEC) from October 26-28,
2022. Invited visitor groups to Pet Fair
South East Asia are Private Label Pet
Food Procurers, Distributors, Traders,
Wholesalers, Pet Shops, Online
Retailer, Pet Clinics, Veterinarians,
Pet Food Manufacturer, Nutritionists,
Associations, Media and everyone
else professionally interested in the
pet industry.
Miguel Deleaere, Area Sales Manager
of Versele-Laga states: “Pet Fair
South East Asia in October gives
me the perfect opportunity to finally
meet my distributor network all over
Asia face-to-face again after these
challenging times. I am more than
excited to join the event and get in
touch with the novelties in the pet
food market.”
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ROOFTOP NETWORKING NIGHT
For the evening of October 27
(tradeshow day 2) a memorable
Pet Industry Networking Night
on a Bangkok Sky bar is planned.
Exhibitors and visitors of the show
will have the opportunity to continue
their business talks in a more relaxed
setting, as well as network with
old and new industry friends while
enjoying spectacular city views.

INTERNATIONAL COUNTRY
PAVILIONS
Pet Fair South East Asia will
feature exhibitors from 25 different
countries. In addition to that, country
pavilions from North America,
Europe, South Korea, as well as India
have been confirmed. Visitors of the
show will be able to meet a wide
variety of brands and suppliers from
these markets seeking for new winwin distribution, retail and sourcing
partnerships.
International Conference Program
Pet Fair South East Asia will feature
a
comprehensive
international
conference program which will be
free-of-charge for visitors of the

show. Conference Highlights at the
public Pet Square Stage include:
• Press Conference – Thai Pet Food
Trade Association (TPFA)
• Pet Food Registration in Thailand
- The Department of Livestock
Development (DLD)
• Overview of the Indian Pet Market
- India International Pet Trade Fair
(IIPTF)
• Avian Clinical Nutrition - VerseleLaga & Pamornchai Supply
• Avian Breeding Management
– Versele-Laga & Parmonchai
Supply

2022. No pre-departure and onarrival Covid-19 tests are required
for travelers with two vaccinations.
Unvaccinated travelers can also
enter Thailand with a negative PCR
test result within 72 hours before
departure (to be uploaded into the
Thailand Pass System).
The power of face-to-face is finally
back the pet industry in Asia!
For more information about the
show, visit www.petfair-sea.com.
Click here to pre-register now
>>
https://online-register.org/pet/
register/index.php?spc=PFSEA135

In addition to conference sessions at
the center public stage, Pet Fair South
East Asia will furthermore feature a
wide array of product seminars by
Exhibitors and Association in the
setting of private conference rooms.

TRAVEL UPDATE
The Kingdom of Thailand is fully
open and ready to welcome the
international pet industry in October

* Contact Details:
Project and Media Enquiries:
petfairsea@vnuasiapacific.com
Media Enquiries: saengtip@vnuasiapacific.com
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INDUSTRY SPEAK

PETSY DELIVERING
VALUE WITH HONESTY
THROUGH PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES
Creature Companion Magazine had interacted
with Sinal Shah, Co-Founder Petsy. Petsy is
an e-commerce website with a difference. She
talks about their journey in India and learning
in last three years with infectious energy.

COULD YOU TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF AND
THE INSPIRATION BEHIND PETSY?
I migrated to Australia from Kenya at the age of 16. I
was qualified as a CA in Australia and specialised in
Australian GST at PWC. In one of our annual trips to
Mumbai, we came across a dog infested with ticks and
fleas outside our apartment. In an attempt to help the
dog, we looked everywhere, local pet shops and online,
for something as simple as a ‘spot on’, but unfortunately,
we couldn’t find it anywhere. And this got us thinking
as to how pet parents obtained products for their pets
and how their pet parenting experience was. Petsy
was born with an intention to offer quality products to
the ever-growing pet population; educate pet parents
and support individuals and NGOs working for the
welfare of animals.

WHEN DID YOU START PETSY AND TELL US
ABOUT YOUR INITIAL CHALLENGES?
Petsy launched in September 2019 and within a few
months Covid hit India. Fortunately, we were able
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to deliver products within Mumbai but we did face
challenges, like being short staffed and facing shortage
of ancillary supplies such as packaging materials. We
had small team so everyone including myself and my
co-founder were working across different areas from
marketing to packaging to shipping. Nonetheless, this
phase brought about a lot of learning for us. It taught
us to be agile, dynamic and to adapt to the changing
needs to the environment around us; adding new
products, working through various logistical issues
and more.

HOW ARE YOU MAKING A DIFFERENCE IN
PET PARENT’S LIFE?
We saw three systemic problems in the pet industry
in India – first, the lack of publicly-available product
information which resulted in pet parents not being
able to make informed choices. Second, a platform
that aggregated different stakeholders such as a
brands, NGOs, and service providers to offer a holistic
approach to pet parenting and third, a lack of a trusted
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and socially conscious platform.
Petsy solves these issues by educating and
empowering pet parents through informative yet
engaging content through social media, website,
emails and more. We provide easy and convenient
access to high quality products, with extra emphasis
on providing informative product details so that pet
parents find it convenient to find suitable products for
their furry babies. We work with NGOs, feeders, and
rescuers to support them in their selfless work. We
sum-up all these as the Petsy experience.

YOUR THOUGHTS ON D2C ECOSYSTEM IN
INDIA, ESPECIALLY, IN PET INDUSTRY.
I won’t say our journey in India has been absolutely
smooth. Coming from Australia to India, we had our
share of ups and downs when starting Petsy. There is
a vast difference between the Indian and Australian
pet market and the opportunities each market carries.
We are fortunate to have tremendous support from
all stake holders from the Indian pet industry.
They are willing to work with each other in a
constructive manner and support the overall
growth of the industry - we are happy to be in this
space.

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES IN D2C
BUSINESS.
The e-commerce space is becoming increasingly
crowded as everyone is trying to go digital. The pet
industry is relatively young yet growing rapidly
and in order to succeed in this space, visibility and
awareness is crucial to help grab your target audience’s
attention and acquire new customers. Innovating
and continually adapting communications and
marketing is important to reach your target audience.
Similarly, logistics and shipping are major costs for
any e-commerce business and for smaller business
especially, it can become sticking point. Businesses
who overcome these challenges are going to lead the
way.

HOW DO YOU BALANCE BETWEEN
DISCOUNTING VS. PRODUCTS VALUE FOR
MONEY?
With new players entering the market every other
day, unfortunately discounting has been used as a
technique to acquire new customers which according

to me is not sustainable in the long term. In addition
to this, it erodes the industry value. We emphasize
on Petsy experience that I talked about before by
providing a holistic experience and a support through
the journey of a pet parent with the help of education
and community connect as a means of growing Petsy
and becoming a household name.

HOW DOES YOUR PRODUCTS BASKET LOOK
LIKE BETWEEN PRIVATE LABEL AND THIRDPARTY PRODUCTS?
The majority of products are sourced from other
companies. This year we launched treats for dogs
and cats. Our treats are naturally irresistible in that
they are made with functional ingredients such as
turmeric, moringa, and peanut butter.

HOW WAS THE YEAR 2021 AND 2022 SO
FAR?
The year 2021 was phenomenal. We grew over hundred
per cent. There were challenges but it was rewarding
at the same time.
In 2022, it has been good so far. Our constant
thoughts have been to work on improving pet parent’s
experience and to provide best product fit for them as
per their pet’s need. However, it is work on progress.
Stay tuned.

FUNDING SCENARIO IN INDIA IN THE PET
INDUSTRY?
Funding plays an important role to scale up a business.
We may go down this path at some point and when it
happens, we’ll be sure to let you know. Till then, stay
tuned!

WHAT WAS YOUR LEARNING IN LAST THREE
YEARS OF RUNNING PETSY IN INDIA?
My philosophy has always been to keep an open
mind, be resilient, and have conviction in your dream.
Although I am an Indian, I have lived away from
India all my life and naturally this results in different
cultures. Learning about the culture and the way
business in India is done, was interesting, challenging
but equally exciting.
I believe keeping an open mind lets you absorb as
much as you want from people and the surroundings
and some important points. It is up to us what we want
to process and what we do not want to.
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NEW LAUNCH
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Consumer Connect

FROM COO’S DESK

A

dopting a pet is a lifetime
responsibility. The owner
must ensure proper health
and care of the pets. These creations
of god cannot speak for themselves,
so pet owners must take adequate
measures for their healthy existence.
Delhi being the top metropolis has
infinite households that are raising
pets. But the major challenge erupts
when one fails to find proper pet
care services in the near vicinity.
Being a vast city, commutation is a
problematic issue, so taking pets to
and fro from a far-off pet care service
centre becomes difficult.
The lack of such organizational
setups was closely monitored by Mr.
Abhishek Gupta, Chief Operating
Officer of Star Pet Care Services
(https://www.starpetcareservices.com/),
and this led to the establishment of
the idea of starting a pet care centre
in Delhi.
Not just that, Mr. Gupta also felt
the necessity of proper home pet
care services so that people do not
unnecessarily have to bear the
burden of taking their furry friends to
a clinic and getting all the requisite
services. Instead, they could avail
of all such services at home. “In the
pursuit to make things easier for the
pet owners, we started the doorstep
services for pet X-rays, Blood tests
and pet grooming,” quoted Mr. Gupta.
Just like humans, pets are also
vulnerable to bodily disorders like
weak bones, trauma, abdominal
diseases,
cancer,
and
other

Mr. Abhishek Gupta, Chief Operating Officer of Star Pet Care Services

IN THE PURSUIT TO MAKE THINGS EASIER FOR THE PET
OWNERS, WE STARTED THE DOORSTEP SERVICES FOR PET X-RAYS,
BLOOD TESTS AND PET GROOMING
susceptible health concerns. This
is where visiting a vet becomes
inevitable, and the pet owner has
to undergo several routine tests for
adequate health evaluation of their
pet. But what if the diagnosis centre
is far away and one lacks proper
arrangements to take the animal
to the diagnostic centre? Moreover,
the major challenge with a sick
pet is irritability, restlessness, and
uncontrollability. It becomes difficult
to wait for hours at the clinic.
The doorstep assistance by Star Pet
Care Services is a boon to the worried
pet parents who can get all the
diagnostic tests done at the comfort
of their own homes. All they need to
do is schedule an appointment with
the team and fix a suitable time. Both
booking and the consulting can be
done online.
Hygiene is a vital practice, and pet
grooming is one of the key services
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offered by the clinic, where one can
avail of hygiene cuts, medicated
baths, nail art, hair straightening, and
a spa for their pet buddies. According
to Mr. Gupta, “keeping the pet clean
and sanitary is vital, but many pet
parents often neglect it. Here, the Star
Pet Care team comes to rescue with
their convenient doorstep offerings’.
Star Pet Care Services have a team of
highly trained vets who are guided
to handle any breed of animals and
offer the best resolution to the clients.
Being a part of the widely acclaimed
Star Imaging and Path Lab Pvt Ltd,
the team has earned proficiency in
providing veterinary diagnostic and
imaging services.

* Contact Details:
4B-5, 2nd Floor, Tilak Nagar, New Delhi-110018
www.starpetcareservices.com
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YOU KNOW?

DOGS
1

Dogs smell differently than
humans.
We
humans
breathe
and
smell through
the same air
passage in our
noses. However,
er,
when dogs breathe,
th
a fold of tissue separates the two
functions of smelling and respiration.

There have been
en
a few studies
around
this
and it turns
out that just
like us, dogs
have a preferred
ed
hand (well, paw)
w) to
lead with. You can find out whether
your dog is left or right-pawed by
giving them their favourite toy or
interactive game and seeing which
paw they use to help them first.

4

Dogs have 18
controlling their ears.

muscles

If you have a dog, you might notice
that their ears move around a
lot. They actually have around 18
muscles responsible for moving their
ears. These help them to change the
direction of their ears slightly to hear
noises around them better, and play
a really big part in telling us how our
dogs are feeling.

5

Three dogs survived historical
sinking of the Titanic in 1912. Two
Pomeranians and 1 Pekingese – all
from First Class cabins.

2

Newfoundlands are so good
in water that for years they’ve been
used as water rescue dogs.
IIn
2016,
a
brave
Newfoundland called
‘Whizz’ was awarded
the PDSA Order of
Merit for saving nine
people from the sea
p
over
ove his career as a water
rescue dog.

3 Your dog could be left or rightpawed.

2

The feline sense of hearing is
considerably more sensitive than
dogs and humans (and many other
mammals).
Cats are capable
of hearing much
higher-pitched
sounds of up to
1.6 octaves above
ge,
the human range,
and one octave above the
range of a canine.

3

The

first

cat show was
organized in 1871
org
iin London and
later it became
a
worldwide
craze.

4

A commemorative tower was
built in Scotland forr a
cat named Towser,
who caught nearly
30,000 mice in her
lifetime.

5

Little Nicky (born October
17, 2004) is the first commercially
produced cat clone.

CATS
1

Cats’ all
claws curve
downward,
which means
that they can’t
climb down trees
s
head-first. Instead,
d
they have to back down the trunk.

He was produced from the DNA of a
117-year-old Maine Coon cat named
Nicky,
who died in 2003. Little
N
Nicky's
owner,,
a
north
N
Texas
woman
T
an
named Julie,
n
paid
$50,000
p
tto have Nicky
cloned.
c
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